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GENERAL
fire.

Byrd Station: Late in the month the Jane sway garage was destroyed by

There was some trouble with the crystal clocks, which resulted in brief
periods of spurious time pulses. Both clocks were later repaired and operated properly thereafter.
McMudo Station: Work was under way to complete an office, electrical
repair shop, and carpentry shop in the USARP warehouse. . The insulation and
wiring of the building were completed during the month. The biological
laboratory has been completely renovated and rearrangement of its furnishings is under way. The USARP library was being reorganized and moved to the
USARP office-lounge.
Wilkes Station: A hurricane-.force wind of 106 mph, the highest wind
speed yet recorded for June, occurred on the 24th.

BIOLOGY
sworth Station (ADril) (Arentie Program) : On April 59 six plates
with Czapek-.Dox were exposed and five showed positive results. On April 13,
four dishes were exposed 30 km. from the station and all of them gave positive results.
Mcl1urdo Station:
1hversityof California Berkeley An experiment involving the
pigment chrouiotography of Philodin& ear was attempted but there were not
enough rotifers in the sample to give the necessary pigment. The sub-.cultures
of Macrtrachela habita, established during May in an antibiotic solution of
penicillin and streptomycin were apparently flourishing. Of the four species
of tardigrades placed i' xenl. c cultivation it appears that permanent cultures
of two will be established.
Stlaord Oxygen consumption rates were calculated for
fish metabolism tests in May. Collections of fish were made at depths of 259
270 and 600 m. during the month. The shallow water station was moved at the
last of the month toward Winter Quarters Bay because of the scarcity of fish
and repeated drifting of snow from Cape Armitage. The fish collections were:
DeDth of Wa&gr
bMLbgr

25
25

Trematontus kernacchii

Trematmu

rnacchii

25 in.
270 m.

- 3.",
Holes in the ice through which the fish were collected were kept open by
chipping down the sides every three days.
Wilkes Station (Auatra1ian_Proraa): In the bacteriology program, 23
samples from human throats and 12 from the digestive organs of seals were
processed and classified, Twenty-two samples of dust were tested for prea•noe of strepto- and etaphy1oicoccI.s

GLACIOLOGY
Byrd Station: The average net change of the snow surface in the snow
transport zone between May 25 and June 30 as measured on 27 stakes was
-2.0 cm.
sworh Station (ADril) (Argentine Program): The glaciological reconnaissance group that left the station on March 29 returned on the 23rd of
April. The party consisted of six meng and six Sno-cats were used. A
2 x 2.5 m. Wanigan was taken along for living space and as a shelter for the
surveyor. The party marked a new route between Ellsworth Station and General
Belgrano Base which will allow safe travel during the polar night. Grieta
del Oeste (Western Crevasse) was explored for the purpose of including it in
a triangulation network connecting General Belgrano Base and the I4oltke
nunataks. Three snow pits were dug and standard glaciological observations
taken. Astronomic position determinations were not possible because of overcast skies.
The average net change in the snow surface during April, as measured
148 stakes was +8.7 cm. The average net change of the snow surface for the
period February-December 1961 was +40.7 cm.

ice observations indicated that a coastal lane of open
formed intermittently could be corrected with the direction and
wind.
Sea

Hallett Station: The average net change

as observed on 15 stakes was -.0.1 cm.
South

on

water which
forCe of the

of the snow surface during June

Pole Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau-. Precipitation chemistry and snow density
measurements were completed as scheduled. The average net change of the snow
surface as measured on 50 stakes was +5.6 cm.
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U.S. Weather Bureau personnel are stationed at Byrd, Rallett, Pole,
Ellsworth, and Wilkes Stations. At Wilkes and Ellsworth they are assisted
by Australian and Argentine personnel, respectively. U.S. Navy aerological

personnel take the upper air observations at Hallett and McMurdo Stations.

Byrd Station * Fifty-one radiosondes were flown during the month and
reached an average height of 28,785 m; 5 radiometereondea averaged 27,564 .
Some intermittent trouble with the GMI) unit occurred throughout the month.
The Dobson spectrometer was prepared for total ozone measurements during
the period of a full moon.
Elleworth Station (ADril),: The average height of 27 radiosondes was
9
420
m. The following average temperatures were measured at the indicated
19
heights:
Leyl l
850
500.
200
100
40
20

Height
1,095
4,934
10,897
15,340
21,117
25,535

TemoeratureOC
-15.8
-p36.4
-'5303
.6 .0
.61.2
'.61 • 7

The average height of the tropopause was 299 nib. (89392 a.) and the
average temperature at that level, '. 5 8. 30C. Carbon dioxide determinations
were made on the 4th, 11th, 18thp and 25th, indicating the following contents: 0.0102% 9 0.0143% 9 090194% 9 0.0224%, respectively.
_Station: The average height of 51 radiosondes was 20,289 ni.;
5 radiometersondes ascended to an average of 20,353 rn,; and a single ozone..
sonde reached 159279 ni.
A faulty retort on the hydroneal hydrogen generator was apparently the
cause of small fires around the base of the generator on the 12th and 15th
of June. Failure of the photomu].tiplier tubs of the Dobson spectrometer
caused loss of total ozone observations during periods of moonlight. Failure of deteriorating rubber parts in the Mast surface ozone recorder interfered with its operation. The Regener ozone recorder operated normally.
j: Thirty.-seven radiosonktes were' flown during the month
to an average hiight 0f 17,674 in.

5-,
Texas Western Colleze - The sixth meteorological rocket was fired
on June 19 and all aspects functioned satisfactorily. The data has been sent
to Texas Western College for reduction since much time is still needed at the
station for maintaining and improving the present field operation. Because
of the severe weather it was not possible to make an accurate remeaeurennt

of the baseline between the two GMD sites during the month.

South Pole Station: Forty-nine radiosondes ascended to an average
height of 19,509 m. Seven radiometersondes were flown and reached 17 9 820 m.
One ozonezonde ascended to 8,110 a. The thermostatically controlled heatere
of the radome were rewired with 220 volts for better efficiency. The Baker
hydrogen generator operated well.
A protracted wind storm lasting from the 16th to the 28th was the most
remarkable meteorological event of the month. Strong winds aloft as well as
at the surface, intensive warm advection at low levels, several funnel passages, and a perturbed tropopause accompanied this event.

The ratio of .hemilumine scent to the chemical ozone recorder readings 1
apparently constant, though nearly three times the theoretical value. Daily
comparative values showed a closer parallel between the two instruments than
had been observed in previous months • No observations were taken with the
Dobson spectrometer during the month. An early balloon burst prevented any
information from the only ozonesonde.
Few radiation balances were taken because of the unfavorable weathera
The radiometersonde instruments performed reasonably well • In the CO2
program, routine observations with triangle tank comparisons were made at
scheduled intervals. The NRL program operated routinely.
Wilkes Stations A total of 57 radiosonde flights were made averaging
22,546 in. This included six radiometersondes which averaged 249317 a. A
change was made from 1200 to 600 gm. balloons because of excessive leaking
around the necks of the larger balloons.
The infrared hygrometer was operated on a test basis; preliminary evaluation indicated a satisfactory accuracy. Installation of thermohms for a
profile of free-air temperatures at 50, 100, 200 9 400 and 800 cm, was completed.
Only two successful sferics schedules were made during the month.

STATION SEISMOLOGY
rd Station: Seismic recorder constants were unchanged.
Hallett Station: Several possible earthquakes were detected but the

phases were too emergent to identify with certainty. Large microseisms
were recorded on the 20th and 21st during a sudden large drop in atmos.
pheric pressure*
South Pa1e Station: 125 earthquake phases were reported in June.
Recording equipment operated satisfactorily.
Wilkes Station: 52 earthquakes were recorded during the month with
the strongest one occurring on the 27th.

PER AM0SPHERIC PHYSICS
Byrd Station:
Aurora, Arctic Institute of North Amerio& The all-sky camera
worked properly although the K100 camera needed repairs on two occasions.
There were some problems with the patrol spectroscope early in the month but
repairs have been satisfactorily completed. The photometers were in routine operation throughout. A DC amplifier was constructed to amplify the
hiss signal centered on 8 kco and this is being recorded in the aurora tower
over an FM suboarrier for comparison with the all-sky photometer records.
Though results look interesting, no general trend in the data is yet evident0
Geomagnetism.-Coast and Geodetic Survey . The Caywood magnetic re-

cording equipment was in excellent condition, and the quality of the records

very good. A fiber in the Ruska magnetometer has broken, and no spares are
available. The variations building walls were caulked and an additional
heater added to raise its thermostatically controlled temperature to +2000

Fourteen sets of absolute values were obtained. Monthly means of
magnetic values were as follows:
declination
horizontal field
vertical field

7002280
169529 g.

589126 g.

Ionos pheric Soundings,fiational Bureau of Standards Hourly values
of f0F2 were recorded 12 per cent of the time (28 per cent in May). Blanketing by sporadic E was present 51 per cent of the time (66 per cent in May);
25 per cent of the values were obscured by spread echoes. Blackout was pres
ent 3 per cent of the time (+ per cent in May). The f 0F2 median curve maximum value was 3.6 mc. at 0000 (local time) and the minimum was 1.5 mc. at
1200. Control circuits governing the continuous operation of the C_3 sounder
were repaired. Short periods of continuous operation were made for each of
the attempted high altitude nuclear explosions. A separate receiving antenna
was erected for the communications receiver enabling the test count-down
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broadcast to be copied through the C..3.
Radio Noise • National Bureau of Standar4s No radio noise, recordings were made in June because of equipment and facility difficulties

due in part to building and temperature variations. Nearly all the problems
have been corrected and on July let,k of the 8 channels were put into opera.
tion.
VLF and ELF. St,a.nford Universit-y - The major recording instrument
of this program, a Sanborn eight-channel recorder, did not operate properly
and some parts of the unit had to be redesigned to compensate for a lack of
spares.
At the time of the high altitude nuclear explosion attempt the 230
cycle magnetic signal wave form was displayed on a continuously moving Lila
using intensity modulated time marks. A close exndnation, by tape speeduptechniques, of bursts occurring in the 2.230 ape band at the time of ajudden
magnetic disturbance indicates that most of the power of such a buists lies
in the frequency range below 2 cps.
Continuous whistler and magnetic recordings were made during the
nuclear test attempts.
Ellsworth Station (ADril):
Aurora. Arctic Institute of North America - The all-sky camera

operated normally during the month. Black and white photographs of rayed
auroral forms were made; an exposure of 2 to 5 seconds gave photographs of
satisfactory quality. Instrument failures interfered with the spectrograph
records during the first ten days of the month. A total of 1,288 visual

aurora reports were made showing the following conditions:
Condition
j
Aurora present
Clear sky and no aurora
Partial overcast and no aurora

Overcast sky

Na. _of Obaervptioe
329

36

219
704

Cosmic Ray s. University of Ca].ifprniajArz.ritine observer) - The

neutron monitor was operated without trouble though film records for the
period February 12 April 16 were partially damaged by fire on April 19
which reached the hallway of the darkroom.

The soundings were made without major difficultieso
occurred on the 16th, 19th, 22nd, 25th and 26th.
VLF, Dartmouth Colle&s (Arzeitine observer) - Recordings were made
for 2 minutes each hour beginning at 50 minutes. Interruptions were encountered on the 1st, 2nd, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th ad 30th for short times.
Hallett Station:
Aurora Arctic Institute of North. America Good auroral conditions
were present almost 80 per cent of the recording time and all equipment operated satisfactoril y . There was considerable auroral activity during the
first 12 days and the last week of the month. A very quiet period occurred
in the middle of the month during the time of the full moon ' The infrared
has worked
spectrograph covering the range of wave lengths 6400 to 8400
satisfactorily since it was put into operation on the 2nd. During twilight
there were several regions of strong absorption.

1

Continuous operation of the visual spectrgraph began on the 3rd.

55779 6300 and 6364 X were prominent on many
frames; no other spectral lines were recorded. No trouble was encountered
in the photometer operation.

The usual lines at 3914, 42789

Commjc Ray s, University of Maryland (Arctic Institute of North
America observer) Operation was satisfactory except for a few power fail
urea. No progress has been made toward accomplishing repair of the scintillation counter.
Geomagnetism. Coast and Gg2detic Survey (New Zealand observers)

Pronounced geomagnetic activity occurred simultaneously with earth current

disturbances and overhead auroral activity on the following hours and days
083 0 (GMT) on the 1st, 0834 on 5th, 0715 on 8th, 0915 on 9th, 1000 on 10th,
0830 and 1245 on 12th, 0800 on 1 3th, 0900 on 23rd, and 0945 on 30th.
Earth Crts (New eland Progra) Moderate disturbances were
noted, especially during auroral displays.
lonoaDheric Ab12r21 gj4rcic In8titutQf North America - Local

interference with the riometer was considerably lower during June. During

many periods of ionospheric absorption increased auroral activity was present.
.nosDheric Soundin&s, National Bureau of Standards (hew Zealand

observers) Ionospheric conditions in June were mainly quiet with the night

MM
echo region present every day. Considerable trouble with both cameras
caused the loss of over 100 hours of records during the last 5 days in May.
The 35-rn camera was inoperative because of a damaged shutter and the first
group of 16-mm records of the 30th and 31st were unreadable because of a
faulty stepping mechanism. As no spare 355-mm, lens assembly was available,
temporary repairs were made on the broken one in an attempt to cover the expected high altitude nuclear test. Some acceptable records were obtained
during the first week, but nearly all of the missing ionograas were scaled
from 16-mm records. The replacement 35-mm shutter was assembled from available spares and installed on the 10th and has operated reliably.
Total absorption occurred on only one hour. F region spread was
present 91 per cent of the recorded hours (92 per cent in May). The mean
critical frequency for the month was 3.9 me. The S layer sporadic was recorded on 12 per cent of the possible hours (18 per cent in May), the most
common types being C, L and F. Fain lay below 1.0 mc • on approximately 10
per cent of the records.

VLF. Stanford Universit y (New Zealand observer) - No equipment
troubles were experienced. A correlation has been found between intense
periods of midday hiss and the more intense overhead auroral displays occurring on the previous night. Some records of hiss occurring during
horizon auroral activity indicate the difference between these two kinds
of hiss.
McMurdStatin
Cosmic Ra ys Barto1 Research Fpundation - The station was operated
routinely and no unusual activity was reported.
Ionospheric Absorotion, Dou1as Aircraft C. - The 30-me riometer
and the 27 kc spheric receiver were operational during the entire month. It
became difficult to maintain a constant temperature in the rionieter building
because of large fluctuations of outside temperatures, and this may affect
the accuracy of records. Little solar activity was recorded.
South Pole Station:
Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America - Considerable auroral

zenith and
activity has been recorded. Many displays have occurred near the
northwest.
the
to the southeast but the majority of displays occurred in
y

Corona displays have been frequent and some color displa s of considerable
extent and activity were noted particularly in the latter part of June.

- 10 Although high winds and blowing snow obscured the sky during the third week
of June the photometers detected enhancements during this time with no apparent attenuation.

The all-sky camera performed satisfactorily with the films indicating many days of nearly continuous, if varying, activity. Test spectra using
gas dioharge tubes were taken with the patrol spectrograph; they revealed
that the spectrograph produced double images on the film, probably account-'
ing for the doublets reported in an earlier report (5893 and 5577 1). A
K-100 camera fastened to a rigid mount is used in the auroral heights program
with Ellsworth Station. The solenoid-operated camera is exposed for 39
seconds every 15 minutes,
The low sensitivity of the photometers was remedied by minor circuit change and all have been functioning well. Attempts to correlate auroral wave lengths with VLF enhancements have continued but insufficient
data is available for any conclusions.
Geomagnetisa. Coast and Geodetic Survey The values of the mean

absolute magnetic observations for June were:
declination

horizontal field
total field
dip

27045.1'

15,880 g.
599026 g.
740230'

eter operated satisfactorily with no equipment troubles.

- The non-

Ionoshenio Soundin gs. National Bureau of Standarda - The sweep
frequency ionosonde produced acceptable records but was operated at reduced
transmitter power to avoid parasitic oscillations which occur at higher
power outputs. There were very few scaleable values of the F region,
slightly more than 5 per day and these were of uncertain values • There was

a very high incidence of K-type sporadic E with occasional occurrences of
L-type. Data reduction was keeping pace with data production.

!P'- of Standard
No unusual VLF or whistler activity was observed during the month. The
equipment operated satisfactorily except for occasional gains or losses of
time attributable to inadequate frequency regulation.
Wilkes StatinJ
Aurora

rc4c Institute of North America (Australian observer)

-' U A brilliant auroral display lasting two hours was observed on June 29th.
VIXJ4C J.O p 'V4 1, dL&1. "5UU l.

'JULVVY tWbLa.LJ..0 VJVj

Recording on both standard and rapid-run magnetographs continued without
interruption. Minor trouble with the standard declination scale value
coil was corrected.
oervr) — Only 3 hours of records were lost; the records of 2 days are
doubtful, however, because of a grating adjustment drift.

U.S. SCIENTISTS AT FOREIGN STATIONS
The U.S. biologist at Mirnyy Station, Matthew Pryor (Ohio State

University) reported that severe weather and darkness had confined him to

the base • He spent the month working on a bibliography and reviewing resuits of past expeditions in the area. Routine soil water analyses were

performed.

TABLE I - CLIMkT_FOR JUNE. i%Z
Byrd
Statin

Temperature, °c
Average
Highest

CV

Lowest
Station Pressure
(inches)
Aver-'age
Highest
Lowest
Precipitation (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind
Prevailing Direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)
Average Sky Cover
No. clear dye
No. partially cloudy
No. cloudy
No. Days with visibility
1e85 than i/k mile
No. of Radiosondes
Avg. Height of Radiosondes
No. of RadionetersondeeX
Avg. Height of Radiometersorxles
No • of Ozonesondes
Avg. Height of Ozone sondes

.40.3
-21.2
-.56.8

23.764
24.465
23.015
Tr.
Tr,

NNE
21.1

Ellsworth
Station
...27.4
-12.7
-45.5

29.338
30.25*
28.28*
0.04.
0.4

S
15.9
54

3.3
16

13

3

12

11

5.1

5

51
28,785

7
21
14,756
4

27,564

13,453

5

.5

Hallett
Station

McMurdo
Station

South Pole
StatiprL
-.53.2

8.9

-36.9

29.486

30.228*
28.640*
0.34
3.4
SW
3.9

62
3.2
17
11

2

1
51

20,289
5

20,353
1
15,279

-.8.9

29.439

30.200*
28.700*
0.07
0.7
E
10.7
82
11
13
.6

:3
37
17,674

I

-.32.6

-.70.0

20.334
20.820
19.850
Tr.
Tr.

18.3
42
5.0
13
5
12
11
49
19,509
7
17,820
1
8,110

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea-level Pressure
North defined along 0 0 Greenwich
x Radiometersonde flights taken replaced scheduled
radiosonde flights, in addition to furnishing
special radiation data.

Wilkes
Station
:3.9
-28.3

-

29.252
29.940
28.491*
0.23

2.3

E
12.3
106
5.4

5
15
10
7
51

22,546
6
24,317

